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CHARACTERIZATION OF H  SOBOLEV SPACES BY SQUARE
FUNCTIONS OF MARCINKIEWICZ TYPE
SHUICHI SATO
Abstract We establish characterization of H  Sobolev spaces by certain
square functions of Marcinkiewicz type The square functions are related to
the Lusin area integrals Also in the one dimensional case the nonperiodic
version of the function of Marcinkiewicz is applied to characterize weighted
H  Sobolev spaces
  Introduction
We recall that a function  belongs to M     if  is a bounded compactly
supported function on Rn satisfying
R
Rn
x dx   	 if      we further require
that Z
Rn
xx dx   for all  with    jj  

where  is a multiindex          n jj     n x  x
 












     
where  M  and tx  tnt x
Let Lpw   p   be the weighted Lebesgue space with the norm kfkpw





 When w    the unweighted case
kfkpw is written simply as kfkp Let w  Ap    p   where Ap denotes the
weight class of Muckenhoupt see 
 and let    The Sobolev space W pw R
n 
is dened to be the collection of functions f  LpwR
n  which can be expressed as
f  J g with g  LpwR
n 	 the norm is given by kfkp w  kgkpw where J  is
the Bessel potential operator dened as J g  K   g with
K      	
jj 








It was proved in 
  that G  can characterize the weighted Sobolev spacesW
 p
w 
   p 
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Theorem A Let    p       n and w  Ap   M  Let G  be as in
   Then f W pw R
n  if and only if f  Lpw and G f  L
p
w	 furthermore
kfkp w  kfkpw  kG fkpw
that is
c kfkp w  kfkpw  kG fkpw  ckfkp w
for positive constants c  c independent of f 
See 
  Corollary  A square function characterization of the Sobolev spaces
of this type was established by 
  It has been developed by 
   Special cases of
Theorem A can be found in 
  In 
  a square function characterization of W pw
dierent from Theorem A was given when    Also an alternative proof of a
result of 
 using a pointwise relation between a square function of Marcinkiewicz
type and one arising from the BochnerRiesz operators can be found in 
 
We now state an application of Theorem A Let Bx t be the ball centered




B  where jBj denotes the Lebesgue measure of B and 
B is the
characteristic function of B Then 
  M  for     If   
 in   














fy dy  jBx tj 
R
Bxt
fy dy Theorem A applies to this square
function for     minn  as shown in 
  in the unweighted case
In this note we consider characterization of H  Sobolev spaces by square func
tions of Marcinkiewicz type Let SRn  be the Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing
smooth functions We choose   SRn  satisfying
R
Rn
dx        and
supp 	 B   The function  will be xed in what follows Let HpRn 
  p   be the Hardy space of tempered distributions on Rn such that
f  LpRn  where fx  supt jt  fxj The norm of f in H
pRn  is
dened to be kfkHp  kf
kp It is known that a dierent choice of such  gives
an equivalent norm The space Hp coincides with Lp when    p   and H  is
contained in L  We denote by SR
n  a dense subspace of HpRn  consisting of
those functions f in SRn  such that f   outside a compact set not containing
the origin see 
 Chapters V and VII









Put f  If where Ifx 
R x
 fy dy Then f is the function of
Marcinkiewicz and we have
kfkp  kfkHp
for f  SR when   p  see 
  Theorem  It follows that
kfkp  kf
kHp 
if f  SR when   p 
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with   L Rn  satisfying
R
Rn
x dx   The Marcinkiewicz function  was
introduced by the author in   see 
   in the setting of periodic functions The
nonperiodic version f can be realized as a LittlewoodPaley function gf on





We dene the H  Sobolev space by
W H  R
n   ff  H Rn   f  J h for some h  H
 Rn g
For f  W H   dene kfkWH 
 khkH  with f  J h This is welldened since
J  is an injection from H
  to H  To see that J  is injective on H
  suppose that
J f  J g for f g  H  Then by part  of Lemma  below we haveZ
K   hyfy dy 
Z
K   fyhy dy

Z
K   gyhy dy 
Z
K   hygy dy
for all h  SRn  which implies that f  g since J  is a surjection from SR
n  to
SRn 
The estimates   indicates that the square function  can characterizeW  H  R
Indeed we have Theorem   below In general dimensions we can give a char
acterization of the space W H R
n  in terms of Lusin area integral functions of
Marcinkiewicz type Let I  be the Riesz potential operator dened by
I f  	jj
  f f  SRn 





 Chapter V  Let
 x  L x  L  x 
where  M      n We note that    L Rn  see 















































































Theorem  Let U  be as in   Suppose that n    n   M  and
that there exists    such that
jj  C   jj	     n
Then the following two statements are equivalent
  f W H  R
n 
 f  H Rn  and U f  L Rn 
Further we have kfkW
H 
 kfkH   kU fk 
We refer to 
 for a related previous work
We note that
j 
j  C   jj
n 
When n    this can be seen by a direct computation If n    this follows by
applications of Theorem  and Lemmas      of 
 Chapter IV Further

  M       Thus Theorem    is available for n      when   

Also if  is a bounded radial function with compact support then jj  C 
jjn  which easily follows from a formula in 
 Theorem  Chapter IV
If   















This may extend to the case of metric measure spaces since the expression 
R
Bxt f
makes sense in general metric measure spaces Thus Theorem    suggests that we
may dene H  Sobolev spaces in metric measure spaces by considering H   on
metric measure spaces as the denition of Hardy spaces where H   denotes the
atomic H  see 
  Chap  for H   The square function U f with   

was used in 
 to characterize the classical Sobolev space W pRn  with    
and p   
We can also consider weighted H  Sobolev spaces Recall the weight class A  of
Muckenhoupt consisting of weights w such that Mw  Cw almost everywhere







where the supremum is taken over all balls B containing x Let H w w  A  be
the subspace of L w such that f
  L w with the norm kfkH w  kf
k w Similarly
we can dene HpwR
n  for p     with w  A  to be the space of tempered
distributions f such that f  Lpw Then SR
n  is dense in HpwR
n    p   
see 

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Dene
W H w R
n   ff  H wR




For f  W H w
 let kfkW
H w
 khkH w with f  J h which is also welldened
since J  is injective on H
 
w see Lemma   below and recall that J   S 
 S
is onto Here we note that J h  H
 
w whenever h  H
 
w To see this we rst
observe that J h
  K   h where we recall that K  is the kernel of J  and
K    see 
 Chapter V identity  Also we have K   w  CMw by
applying suitably 
 Chapter III Theorem  since the least decreasing radial
majorant of K  is integrable see 




k w  CkhkH w 
In the one dimensional case we have the following result
Theorem  Let  be as in   and w  A  Then we have the equivalence of
the following two statements
  f W  H w
R
 f  H wR and f  L
 
wR
Also we have kfkW  
H w
 kfkH w  kfk w












 and also 
 
 for D 
Remark   Let     n and    p  nn we note that p   Then
S is not bounded on L
p where   is as in   See Section  for a proof
which is based on 
	 see also 
  for the weak type estimates at p  nn
Remark   In Theorem    the condition   n is optimal in the sense that if
    n the estimate kU fk   CkfkW
H 
does not hold where U  is as in
  with  M  A proof can be found in Section 
Remark   The proof of Theorem A is based on the estimates kgfkpw 
kfkpw w  Ap    p  where   is as in   If kgfk   kfkH   then
we would be able to characterize W H  by G 
We shall prove Theorem    in Section  and Theorem   in Section  The proof
of Theorem    is based on the equivalence of kSfk  and kfkH   f  SR
n 
Theorem  In proving Theorem   we shall show in Section  the estimates of
the kind kfkH w  Ckgfk w for f  SR
n  see Theorem  which generalizes
a result of 
 to the case of weighted Hardy spaces
 Proof of Theorem 
We will show Theorem    by means of the equivalence ckfkH   kSfk  
CkfkH  which will be established in Theorem  The rst inequality is obtained
via a duality argument based on Lemma  below while the converse inequality will
come from the application of a CalderonZygmund estimate for vector valued kernels
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in 
 Chapter V Corollary   whose crucial step is checking the Hormander
condition in Lemma   below




 t x y  tz  t x tz dz dtt
 
dx  C
with a constant C independent of y  Rn 
Proof To prove the lemma by a change of variables we may assume that supp 	
B This can be seen as follows Suppose that supp 	 BM with M   
Let c   M  Then by a change of variables we see thatZ
B 








 ct x  y  tz  ct x tz dz dtt 
We note that
 c x  c
 L x  L  cx
and that suppc 	 B This implies what we need
Fix x y  Rn with jxj  jyj Let
Ix y t 
Z
B
 t x y  tz  t x tz dz
We write Ix y t  I x y t  Ix y t where




 t x y  tz  t x tz dz
Ix y t 
Z
zBjxtzj
 t x y  tz  t x tz dz
We rst estimate I x y t Decompose I x y t  I  x y t  I x y t
where





 t x y  tz  t x tz dz





 t x y  tz  t x tz dz
Since L   is bounded and n    n we easily see that 　
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Let I   x y t and I

  x y t be dened in the same manner as I  x y t with
L  and L   in place of   respectively Then I    I   I

   By the mean
value theorem we see that






















Thus if n    n   












if n     







and if   n   



























Cjyjn jxjn  if n    n   






if   n   
We note that the case    n    may occur only when n    if n    n
To estimate I    we note that












jj    jj	 jyjjj d
 Cjyj
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where     min   n   Thus







and hence Z  











We recall that it is assumed that jxj  jyj To estimate Ix y t we observe
that if jxt  zj   and jzj    then jxjt    and jxt  yt  zj   jxjt 
jzj   So further if jxt  zj  cjxjt with   c   we would have
jzj     cjxjt    Thus
Ix y t 
Z
zBjxtzjjxtzjcjxjt
 t x y  tz  t x tz dz

Take c     Since  M
  by Taylors formula we see that

 























































Nx y z w t s ds w
w dw
where



























 z  sw

du
Here         
n
n  j  xj     j  n and        n
We note that jxt uyt z  swj   cjxt zj for some c   if jxt zj  
jyj  jxj z w  B u s  
   and jxt  zj   cjxjt This can be seen as
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as claimed Using these results in  we have































































using      and recalling that   n we can get the conclusion
　　  
Also we need the next result for the proof of Theorem 




  CkgkBMO Z
Rn
Sfx dx
This can be shown by the methods of part a of Remarks on pp    of 

Proof of Lemma  There exists   SR




   for all   
We can nd such  since d   	jj   
satises a nondegeneracy condition supt j
d tj   for    See 
 Lemma






































































hx  supfh  Sh gx  
 CkgkBMOg
Then
jfx  Bz h  hx   hgj   jBz hj 










BMO jBz hj  jfx  Bz h  hx   hgj 
from which   follows













To see this we rst note that by   the left hand side is bounded up to a




jfx  By t  hx   tgjtnjf  
 


















	CA jf   t yjjg  tyj dy tn dtt 


























from which   follows since S
hx
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for f  SRn  and g  BMORn  assuming that Sf  L
 Rn  Combining
  and   we get the conclusion of the lemma To see   we rst note
that
R
jgzj   jzjn  dz  since g  BMORn  and henceZ
jgzj   jy  zjn  dz  C   jyjn 









t ygm  ty dy
for each t   where gmx  gx
	m
jxj m         which can be seen by
the dominated convergence theorem since f
 
t  S jgmtyj  Ct jyj
n 
and gm  t 











Using this and the fact f   S we can see that there exists      such that











for   supp f






f   t ygm  ty dy  C


















































































This completes the proof of   and hence that of the lemma  
Now we can prove the following result which will be applied in the proof of
Theorem   
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Theorem  Suppose that   is as in   with  and  as in Theorem   
Then
kSfk   kfkH   f  SR
n 
Proof The inequality kfkH   CkSfk  follows from the estimate of Lemma
 and duality ofH  and BMO by taking supremum over g  BMO with kgkBMO 
 
The reverse inequality will be proved by applying a result of 
 We rst note
that S is bounded on L













From this we can deduce the L boundedness since jd j  Cjj  and jd j 
Cjj	 
   which is a consequence of the hypothesis  M  and  In Lemma
  we have checked the Hormander condition which is required for 
 Chapter V
Corollary   to apply Thus the reverse inequality follows from Corollary   of

 Chapter V for Hvalued singular integrals where H is the Hilbert space with





jgz tj dz dtt
 
  
We also need the next result for the proof of Theorem   
Lemma  Let    and w  A  There exist Fourier multipliers  and m for
H wR
n  such that
	jj      	jj  
   	jj   m   	jj  
This follows from 
 Chapter XI Theorem  
Proof of Theorem    Let n    n and let U  be as in Theorem    We show
that
kU J gk   kJ gkH   kgkH  
for g  H  First we assume that g  SRn  Then U J g  SI J g
and by Theorem  we have
kU J gk   kI J gkH   
Thus by   with w   
kU J gk   CkgkH   
Also we easily see that
kJ gkH   CkK k kg
k   CkgkH  
Next by   with w    and   we see that
kgkH   kJ J gkH   CkJ gkH   CkI J gkH  
 CkJ gkH   CkU J gk 
By    and   we have   for g  SRn 
For g  H  take a sequence fgkg in SRn  satisfying gk 
 g J gk 
 J g
in H  and almost everywhere as k 
 Fix x  Rn and t   Then
jJ gkztJ gkzj 
 jJ gztJ gzj for almost every z  Bx t
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Thus Fatous lemma implies thatZ
Bxt
jJ gztJ gzj






and hence by Fatous lemma it follows that
U J gx  lim inf
k 
U J gkx
for all x By   for g  SR
n  we have
kU J gkk   CkgkkH  
Using this and Fatous lemma we have
kU J gk   lim inf
k 
kU J gkk 




Applying this we can deduce that
lim
k 




kg  gkkH   
Therefore letting k 
 in
kU J gkk   kJ gkkH   kgkkH  
which follows from   on SR
n  we have   on the whole H 
Since we have shown   to complete the proof of Theorem    it su ces to
prove that f  W H  if f  H
  and U f  L  For this we need the next two
lemmas
Lemma  Let f  L w w  A  g  SR
n  and    Then
  we have




K   fygy dy 
Z
Rn
K   gyfy dy
Proof By Fubinis theorem the result is a consequence of the estimateZZ
K x  z  yjfyjjgzj dy dz  x  R
n 
This follows from the inequalityZ
K x  z  yjgzj dz  CxM    jyj
M
for anyM   which is a consequence of the fact that g  SRn  and K  is rapidly
decreasing as jxj 
  see 
 p  since the assumption f  L w impliesR




Lemma  Let w  A  and let fgmg m  be a sequence of functions in H
 
w
satisfying supm  kgmkH w   Then there exist a subsequence fgmkg
 
k  and






gxvx dx as k 
 for v  CcR
n 
where CcR
n  is the space of all continuous functions with compact support on Rn 	
also this is valid for all v  SRn 
Proof Let Ol  B l l          We note that wx   Cw   jxjn for
w  A  which follows from the property Mwx  Cwx valid for A  weights
see 
  Section  Thus we have supm 
R
Ol
jgmj dx  for every l
It is wellknown that there exist a subsequence fgmkg
 
k  and a regular Borel







vy dly as k 
 for v  CcR
n 
see 
   Theorem  We note that the subsequence can be chosen independent
of l by the diagonal process Taking x  y in  in place of vy for x 
Ol      we easily see thatZ
Rn
x y dly




  lim infk  gmkx
since y  Ol  if x y   and henceZ
Ol
yl x dx  lim infk 
kgmkk   C
where









x  ygmky dy
 


























for any open set O in Ol where jlj is the total variation of l Thus l is absolutely
continuous when restricted to Ol and there exists gl  L
 Rn  such thatZ
vx dlx 
Z
vxglx dx for v  CcR
n  with support in Ol
By  and  we can see that there is a locally integrable function g on Rn






gyvy dy as k 
 for v  CcR
n 
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Applying this with vy  xy as above we have gx  lim infk  gmkx
which combined with the assumption that fgkg is L
 
w bounded implies g
  L w
and hence g  H w The result for v  SR
n  follows from that for v  CcRn 
 
Now we can nish the proof of Theorem    Suppose that f  H  and U f 
L  Let f x    fx and gx  J   fx Then g  H  and by
part   of Lemma  with w    f   J g





We easily see that
sup

kf kH   CkfkH  






































Combining   and  we have sup kg
kH  
Thus by Lemma  for w    we have a sequence fgkg with k 
  and






gxvx dx as k 
 for v  SRn 
Also ff kg converges to f in L  Thus we can see that f  J g We show this
in more detail as follows Let v  SRn  Then using part  of Lemma  with
w    and the fact that J v  SR
n  we see thatZ
fxvx dx  lim
k 
Z


















 Estimates for LittlewoodPaley functions on the weighted Hardy
spaces
To prove Theorem   we need Theorem  below with p    and n    see

  and 
 for the unweighted case
De	nition  Let   L Rn  We say   B if
    C Rn n fg	
 supt j
tj   for all   	
   C Rn  k  L Rn     k  n	
 j j  Cjj for some   	
 j j  C jj outside a neighborhood of the origin for all multi
indices  and   
Theorem  Let   p    w  A  and   B Then we have
kfkHpw  Cpkgfkpw
for f  SRn  with a positive constant Cp independent of f  where we recall that
kfkHpw  kf
kpw




  Let w  A  We consider the weighted Lebesgue space
Lq
HwR









where hyt  hy t When w    we write simply Lq
HwR
n   Lq
H
Rn 
Let   p    We consider the weighted Hardy space of functions on Rn
with values in H which is denoted by Hp
HwR





Rn  and khkHp
Hw











where we write htx  hx t and we recall that  is the function in SRn  xed
in Section  
In proving Theorem  we need the next result






   for all   




  p    and
kfkHpw  CkFkHpHw 










where h  L
H
and hy t  hy t
  t      
To prove Lemma  we apply the following
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Lemma  Suppose that w  A  Then
sup
 
kEhkHpw  CkhkHpHw    p   
To prove Lemma  we use the atomic decomposition
De	nition  We say that a is a p atom in Hp
HwR







 wB p where B is a ball in Rn and wB R
B wx dx	




ax tx dx   for all t   and multiindices  such that jj 

n p  
Lemma  Let w  A    p    Suppose that h  H
p
HwR
n  Then there
exist a sequence fakg of p atoms in H
p
HwR









 where C is a constant independent of h
and h 
P 
k  kak in H
p
HwR
n  and in L
H
Rn 
A proof of the atomic decomposition for HpwR
n  can be found in 
 Chapter
VIII and the proof for the vector valued case is similar	 we can apply the same
arguments as in the case of the scalar valued case by replacing absolute values with
Hnorms in appropriate places
Also we need the following result in proving Lemma 
Lemma 
 Let w  A and h  LHwR
n   L
H





Proof Let !  C  R






























tx y"mhy t dy
  CM"mh tx
since the least decreasing radial majorant of  is integrable see 
 Chapter III











Thus since the maximal operator M is bounded on Lw for w  AZ
jAmhxj





















This completes the proof since Eh 
P
mZAmh  
Proof of Lemma  The proof is analogous to the one for Lemma  of 
  So
we put it brie#y Let a be a p atom in Hp
HwR
n  supported on the ball B of
Denition  If eB is a concentric enlargement of B such that jy  yj  jx  yj
for y y  B and x  Rn n eB Then as in the proof of Lemma  of 
  using
properties of an atom for x  Rn n eB and y  B we haves Eax  CwB p jx yjnM  Z
B
jy  yjM  dy 
where M  
n p  
To prove   let !st  st s t   Let Pxy y be the Taylor polynomial
in y of order M  
n p   at y for st x y Then if jx yj  jy
 yj
we see that
j!stx  y t
nPxtyt y
tj  CtnM jy  yjM    jx yjtL
where L  nM  and the constant C is independent of s t x y y Thus using







































jy  yjM jx yjnM  dy
which proves  











wy dy  C
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By Holders inequality the Lwboundedness ofM  Lemma  and the properties



























where we have used the estimate
s Ea  CMEa Combining  and




s Eaxp wx dx  C




s Ehxp wx dx  CkhkpHp
Hw

This completes the proof  
Proof of Lemma  It can be shown that F  Hp
HwR
n  similarly to the proof of
Lemma  by using the atomic decomposition for f  HpwR
n 	 recall that f  S
and that S is a subspace of H
p
wR
n  We give a sketch of the proof First we can












jy  yjM  dy
where a is a p atom for HpwR
n  supported on the ball B with properties
analogous to those for the atom in   and y  B and x  Rn n eB with eB denoting
a concentric enlargement of B as in the case of  	 further M  
n p   






js  t  fxj
 dt
t
wx dx  CkfkLw 






js  t  fxj
 dt
t

























Using  and  we can show F  Hp
HwR
n  as in the proof of Lemma 



































   for   supp f
Thus
E F x 
Z
! feihxi d 
Z
feihxi d  fx




F kHpw  CkFkHpHw 
 
Along with Lemma  the next two results Lemmas   are used in
proving Theorem 
Lemma  Let w  A   p Ap Suppose that   SRn  supp 	 f  
jj  g and     on f   jj  g Let  be as in Lemma  Then for




















This can be established by the proof of Lemma  of 
  where only the
unweighted version of Lemma  is explicitly treated but the proof is exactly the
same in the weighted cases
Lemma  Let !  B and w  A  Suppose that   p q  Let   SRn 

















for f  SR
n  with a positive constant C independent of f 
This is a particular case of Theorem  of 
 also results of 
  imply Lemma

Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 
CHARACTERIZATION OF H  SOBOLEV SPACES  
Proof of Theorem  Let  and  be as in Lemma  and w  A  Applying











for f  SRn  By this and Lemma  with q   we can nish the proof of
Theorem 
 
 Proof of Theorem 
We rst note the following
Lemma  Let W  H w
R w  A  be as in Section   Then
kfkW  
H w
 kfkH w  kf
kH w  f  SR
Proof Let f  SR Then f  H w and f  J g for g  SR Applying
integration by parts we haveZ




for   SR Since   sgn jj by Lemma    and the fact that the Hilbert
transform is bounded on H w we see that 	i bK g  h for h  SR with
khkH w  CkgkH w see 
 Chapter XI Theorem   Thus we haveZ





which implies that f   h and hence kf kH w  CkfkW  H w





k w  CkfkW  
H w

Here we give a proof of the rst inequality for completeness As in Section   we
have J g
  K   g







gyK wy dy  C
Z
gyMwy dy
where we have used the fact that K  is even
On the other hand let g  J f  SR Then by  
g  f bK   m f mi sgnbf 
Using again the boundedness of the Hilbert transform together with Lemma 
we get that kfkW  
H w
 kgkH w  CkfkH w  Ckf
kH w 
 
Also we require the next result to prove Theorem  
Lemma  Let  be as in   and w  A  Then
kfk w  kf
kH w  f  SR
 SHUICHI SATO
Proof It su ces to show that kfk w  kfkH w for f  SR We recall a







where ux t is the Poisson integral of f  ux t  Pt  fx P   ejj
Let R  	iejj We note that R  P  and that R  B	 the condition 








We see that gf  gRf and since R  B by Theorem  with p    we have
kfkH w  CkgRfk w for f  SR and w  A  see 
  for the unweighted
case Also we have the pointwise relation gf  Cf for f  SR see 
 
Theorem  Combining results we see that kfkH w  Ckfk w
In proving the reverse inequality we apply the pointwise equivalence between g















jruy tj dy dt
 
is another LittlewoodPaley function and f   f




























for    Then we apply the H wL
 
w boundedness with w  A  of g

 due to 
 
and the boundedness of H on H w Here we would like to recall the following In

  H w norm is dened as kNuk w for ux t  f  Ptx where Nu denotes
the nontangential maximal function and we have
kNuk w  Ckf
k w
which can be shown for example by applying the atomic decomposition for f 
H w  
To prove kfk w  CkfkH w  alternatively we can apply an argument similar
to the one in the proof of Lemma  using an atomic decomposition for H w and










for jyj  jxj




x see the proof of Theorem  of 
 
CHARACTERIZATION OF H  SOBOLEV SPACES 
Proof of Theorem   The proof is analogous to that of Theorem    Lemmas  
and  imply that
kJ gkH w  kJ gk w  kgkH w 
for g  SR We prove   for all g  H w Let g  H
 
w and take a sequence
fgkg in SR such that gk 
 g J gk 
 J g in H w and almost everywhere as
k 
 We note that if x is xed
jJ gkx t  J gkx t J gkxj 
 jJ gx t  J gx t J gxj
for ae t   which implies that
J gx  lim inf
k 
J gkx
for every x by Fatous lemma By   established with g  SRn  for gk  SRn 
we have
kJ gkk w  CkgkkH w 
from which and Fatous lemma it follows that
kJ gk w  lim inf
k 
kJ gkk w











kg  gkkH w  
Thus letting k 
 in the relation
kJ gkkH w  kJ gkk w  kgkkH w  gk  SR
which is already shown we have   for g  H w
Thus to complete the proof of Theorem   it su ces to prove that if f  H w
and f  L w then f  W
 
H w
 Suppose that f  H w and f  L
 
w Let
f x  fx and gx  J fx Then g  H w and f
  J g

see Lemma  The relation   implies






kf kH w  Ckf
k Mw  Ckf
k w  CkfkH w 



























kf k w  Ckfk Mw  Ckfk w
Consequently it follows that sup kg
kH w  from   and 
Applying Lemma  we choose a sequence fgkg in H w with k 
  and






gxvx dx as k 
 for v  SR
Further ff kg converges to f in L w Thus  applies and f  J g so
f  W  H w
R  
Remark  The function of Marcinkiewicz f is generalized Let 	f 
gf    where
	x  j  jxjj	  sgnx
  x
Then 	 generalizes  in the sense that     See 
  for properties of 	 
 Proofs of results in Remarks   and  
Here we give proofs of Remarks   and   for completeness
Proof of Remark   We prove that if     n    p   and S is
bounded on LpRn  then p   nn  Let f  SR































































 CS fx  C
BC   jI fjx 















CHARACTERIZATION OF H  SOBOLEV SPACES 
To see this we consider a covering of Rn   j Bcj     R
n  We assume that there
exists    such that  j Bxjy    R
n for all y  B  with xjy  cj  y











































































which proves  From   and  it follows that
kI fk  CkSfkp  Ck
BC   jI fjkp
Thus if kSfkp  Ckfkp since k
BC   jI fjkp  CkI fkp we have
kI fk  Ckfkp  CkI fkp
From this with f in place of f  by homogeneity it readily follows that
 n  Cnnp  C n p   Cnnp
for all      which implies that p   nn  as claimed  
Proof of Remark   Suppose that     n    p  n  n We see
that S is not bounded from H
  to L 	 otherwise S would be bounded on
Lp by interpolation between the H  L  and L boundedness of S for the L

boundedness see the proof of Theorem  in Section  This contradicts Remark
 
However if U  was bounded from W
 
H  to L
  then kU J gk   CkgkH 
for g  SRn  Since U f  SI f it follows that kSgk  
CkI J gkH   Thus by Lemma  with w   
kSgk   CkI gkH   CkgkH   g  SR
n 
Since Sg  Sg kI gkH   
 kI gkH  and kgkH   kgkH   by




for all    Thus letting 
  we see that kSgk   CkgkH   from which
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